
the. Council on Foreign Relations (1921). 
All shared a similar objective: to develop, 
in the face of America's isolationism. an 
informed, articulate audience for "enlight- 
ened" international policies, which meant, 
in the 1920s and '3Os, collective security 
and the League of Nations. Their approach 
included network building, widely circu- 
lated publications, and a seemingly endless 
series of meetings, seminars, and lunch- 
eons. 

The strategy worked. By the late 1930s 
a strong political foundation had been laid 
for the increasingly open internationalist 
policies pursued by Franklin Roosevelt. 
The interwar success of these foreign pol- 

icy organizations was matched by a string 
of postwar successes. In the late 1940s and 
throughout the '50s these organizations 
proved crucial in constructing the cold war 
consensus about America's global military 
and economic obligations. In the 1970s they 
focused efforts among policy-makers and 
much of the public upon recognizing and 
responding to the changing international en- 
vironment, to shifts in power among U.S. 
allies and adversaries, to the rising signif- 
icance of economics, environment. and en- 
ergy. and to the emergence of a North-South 
axis in international relations. 

Wallace I rwin 's  America in the World 
belongs to these recent efforts. Sponsored 
by h e  Foreign Policy Association (where 
Imin served as editor from 1976 to 1980). 
the book's objective is educational; it at- 
tempts to draw for the general reader a quick 
map of America's foreign policy terrain. 

Though at times frustratingly sketchy, 
the book manages to construct a solid be- 
ginner's framework for understanding the 
often "bewildering" global scene. Part I fo- 
yses on the United States. It looks first at 
the fundamentals of the international system 
of which this country is a part-in particular 
the general characteristics and goals of the 
~ t i o n a l  actors central to it. The section 
goes on to present an excellent outline of 
the historical record, beginning with the 
colonists. and ends with a more conven- 
tional, but sti l l  useful, view of the country's 
principal foreign policy institutions. 

Parts U and Ill focus on the international 
environment, on the regional concerns of 
Europe, Northeast Asia, the Third World, 
and the Western Hemisphere, and on such 
substantive issues as war, peace, human 
rights, economics, ecology, and world or- 
der. Again, the view is conventional but 
USefUl. 

Irwh's final chapter is his best. His 
framework fully in place, he sets out a series 
of insights about foreign policy practice that 
are not only short, simple, and wise, but 
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klevant to professional and amateur alike. 
About "getting the facts,'' for example, Ir- 
win writes: 

"We all tend to select (or let somebody 
else select for us) those facts that fit a fa- 
miliar pattern and confirm our opinions and 
hunches. Especially in a field as full  of 
ambiguity as foreign policy, it is important 
to leave m m  in our minds for surprising 
facts and ideas-those that upset our pre- 
conceptions and make us think in new ways 
about familiar problems, or open our minds 
to unfamiliar ones." 

Still, despite the book's admittedly mod- 
est aims and many achievements, some- 
thing is missing. The problem lies in the 
discussion of the foreign policy process. 
Moving in an orderly fashion from harried 
president, to unresponsive bureaucracy, to 
meddlesome Congress, to inconsistently 
active public, the discussion tends to treat 
the process as largely distinct from its do- 
mestic policy counterpart. This is a problem 
common to much of the work of America's 
nonpartisan foreign policy organizations. 
Perhaps ten, and certainly twenty or thirty, 
years ago, such a description would have 
sufficed. No longer. 

The fact is that domestic politics no longer 
stops at the water's edge. Sitting at the in- 
ternational table, once reserved for a fairly 
predictable set of actors, is a host of new, 
and often uninvited, guests. They bring new 
concerns and interests as well as new ways 
of achieving their objectives. Today, for 
example, state governors battle missile de- 
ployments. mayors pursue export policies, 
congressional subcommittee chairmen cut 
deals with foreign governments. and voters 
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cast ballots on nuclear freezes. 
In short, foreign policy calls for under- 

standing and skills quite unlike those de- 
veloped over the years by America's 
progressive foreign policy community. By 
failing to recognize this changing domestic 
dimension of the U.S. foreign policy pro- 
cess, the community risks helevance- 
however important its analysis of foreign 
policy's changing external dimension. 

THE GREAT FRONTIER: 
FREEDOM AND HIERARCHY 

IN MODERN TIMES 
by William H. McNeill 
(Princeton University Press; 71 pp.; $13.95) 

Kalman Goldstein 

This slim volume by a master of world his- 
tory is a distillation of McNeill's research 
and writing on human civilization and a 
further contribution to his argument against 
a microcosmic, or parochial, focus. In two 
essays, originally the Charles Edmundson 
Lectures at Baylor University for 1982, the 
author criticizes American claims to 
uniqueness and the Turner thesis of frontier 
democracy. For McNeill. global frontiers 
are better characterized by social hierarchy 
and constraining contacts with the "mother" 
culture than by anarchic freedom or pioneer 
equality. 

Historically, says McNeill, change has 
embodied challenge and response; and it is 
violence and displacement, epidemiologi- 
cal onslaught, cultural differentiations, and 
struggles for dominance that have shaped 
the frontier. Whether enforcing military 
sanctions against an encountered "enemy" 
or replacing a decimated population with a 
subject labor force (slave, serf, peon, or 
indentured). frontier societies have ex- 
tended old hierarchies or created new ones. 
These lead to, or are complemented by, 
graded hierarchies based on material suc- 
cess or on the ability to link the new com- 
munities to their civilized base. Thus the 
Spanish encomendero, the French Canadian 
seigneur. and Virginia's sons of English 
squires quickly brought a "slender simu- 
lacrum of European polite society" to the 
wilderness. Even the mountain men were 
incipient entrepreneurs tied umbilically to 
the provincial gentry, who, in tum, were 
economically and psychologically the 
shadow of the European elite. 

In hying in such a brief volume to illus- 
trate his  thesis with examples from several 
cultures and epochs. McNeill runs the risk 
not only of truncated presentations and jar- 



ring transitions but of generally presuming 
too great a breadth of knowledge. In book 
form, these lectures seem designed either 
for readers already familiar with The Rise 
of the West, Plagues and Peoples, and The 
Pursuir oj  Power or readers disposed to 
marvel at his sweep and erudition. Any 
reader, however, must be prepared--es- 
pecially in the first lecture-to read slowly, 
provide mental linkages among subjects 
hurriedly surveyed, and react to inclusive 
generalizations. 

Be prepared too to wonder at what 
McNeill does not discuss: societal values 
based in part on such nonmaterial achieve- 
ments as saintliness and successes not de- 
pendent upon coerced or manipulated labor. 
McNeill also does not sufficiently weigh 
the differences in caste or deference struc- 
tures between the cultural base and its fron- 
tier. He gives attention to cultural dif- 
ferentiations far more than to cultural 
syntheses: How did the confrontation of 
races and cultures produce the frontier “cre- 
ole”? 

Fundamental to McNeill’s thesis is a cri- 
tique of Frederick Jackson Turner and his 
disciple Walter Prescott Webb. One gets 
the impression from this work that McNeill 
is doing battle with a still vigorous, even 
dominant example of the American prov- 
incialism he so frequently deplores. But, 
save in a few stalwart hearts and minds, the 
Turner thesis has long been supplanted. 
American historians appreciate the transit 
of civilization, the active dialectics of free- 
dom and order, the change and persistence 
of-thanks to Louis Wright-“Culture on 
the Moving Frontier.” 

McNeill would have done far better to 
compare his ideas with those of Robert 
Wiebe or Michael Kammen. In The Seg- 
menredSociery (1975). Wiebe describes the 
frontier as a series of refuges for different 
groups. Within the same polity and within 
the spectrum of a shared society. some 
groups create communal cultures; some cre- 
ate charismatic ones; some create carbon 
copies of “home”; some create hierarchical, 
some egalitarian cultures. All are slightly 
different in their conceptions of how a com- 
munity should be ordered. Even more chal- 
lenging would be Kammen’s People 01 
Purud0.r (1972). Kammen has coined the 
term “biformity” for the cultural and insti- 
tutional frontier; one part is pioneer and 
creater of the new, one part is inheritor and 
transmitter of the old. Kammen’s unre- 
solved and ambivalent frontiersmen present 
a far more sophisticated dialectic than Tum- 
er’s and a more provocative foil for 
McNeill’s stark dichotomies as he builds 
h i s  own synthesis of humans in migration. 

CLASSIFIEDS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

CENTRALAMERICAWEEK. MARCH 18-28. 
1984: A week of worship, educalion and action 
which incorporates the commemoration of the 
death of Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar Romero, 
March 24. The week will be a time for the re- 
ligious community to join together to work for 
peace in Central America. In addition to local 
activities, there will betwonationaleventsduring 
the week. At the Nurionul Religious Convocu- 
rion, March 19, leaders of the religious com- 
munity and concerned people of faith will come 
together in Washington. D.C.. in prayerful wit- 
ness for peace and justice in Central America. 
On March 20, the NarioMl Day of Advocucv, 
everyone is encouraged to go to Washington. 
D.C., to meet with their legislators and urge an 
end to U.S. intervention in the region. For more 
information. or to order resource packets (53.00 
each, available January), please contact: Inter- 
Religious Task Force on El Salvador and Central 
America, 475 Riverside Drive, Room 633, New 
York, NY 10115. 

ASSOCIATIONS 

SOCIONOMY SAYS: “Society is a technical 
problem.’’ Conventional approaches create only 
havoc. Let’s start over! THE LEAGUE OF REA- 
SON, Box 327W. Panon. CA 92369. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

RARE NEWSPAPERS! 1644-1876. Genuine, 
historical reading. Extensive selection. Cata- 
logue $1. Hughes’, 2410 North Hills Drive, Wil- 
liamsport, PA 17701. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Editor seeks articles on film lore, history. Write: 
Cinema, 1612 NW Aha Drive, Corvallis, OR 
97330. 

PUBLICATIONS 

THE PEOPLE: America’s oldest socialist news- 
paper. Biweekly news, commentary for working 
people. Since 1891. Four months: $1.00; one 
year: $4.00. The People (WV), 914 Industrial 
Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94303. 

RELIGION 

TRUE BUDDHISM: The Future Religion. For 
information, send $2.00 to Harman, 948 Seventh 
Street, #6. Santa Monica, CA 90403. 
BlBLlCAL ERRANCY-Free Copy. 23 Fay 
Drive, Dept WV. Enon. OH 45323. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Oriental penfriends seek literate correspondents. 
Cherry Blossoms, Box I02IWV. Honokaa. HI 
%721. 

SERVICES 

OUTOF PRINT Bookfinders. Send wanis. 2035 
WV-Everding, Eureka, CA 95501. 
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